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Milestones:
Syntax and implementation
Frank Mittelbach and Chris Rowley

Abstract
This is a brief sketch of the I4W3 Project: its history, its present state and its future, as at the end
of 1991. It is based on a talk given by Frank Mittelbach, technical director of the U W 3 Project,
in November 1991 to a meeting of the Nordic W
Users Group; the handout from this talk was recently published in w l i n e [Mit92].
1

The

Project

The MT~i33Project was initiated at the Stanford
annual meeting in August 1989 but the first, somewhat vague, plans had already been formulated in
1988 when Rainer Schopf and Frank, after sending
several pages of bug fixes for UTEX 2.09 to Leslie
Lamport, received a positive answer.

History
Whenever the future is somewhat unpredictable it
seems wise to take a look into history -to find out
what has already been achieved and what remains
to be tackled.
From the now quite long history of the I43333
Project we can observe a growing bulk of syntax
descriptions and (partial) implementations that are
the results of three years work.
Looking at the original goals for a reimplementation, described in the Stanford paper [MS89], it
would appear that nearly everything has now been
achieved.
The NFSS, which is now in widespread use, provides a very general font selection method. The
extended syntax, on which we are now working,
also provides for scaled fonts.
With amst ex. sty the mathematical capabilities of I
4
w have reached (at least) the standard of AMW.
With the new implementation by Denys
Duchier (this supersedes array. s t y ) , together
with valuable suggestions by several others,
tabular processing will have reached a very high
standard.
A new error recovery and help system is being
developed. This should provide a safe and easyto-learn environment for novice users.
A more flexible input language is being developed, in which environments and commands
can have attributes specified. This will also al1.1

1988 - Some bug fixes sent to Leslie Lamport
- Four page sketch of NFSS
1989 - First implementation of NFSS
- Implementation of amstex. s t y
1990 - New tabular implementation by
Denys Duchier
- First attribute prototype
- First kernel prototype
- First recovery/help prototype
1991 - Second kernel prototype
- Sketches for style designer interface
- Second description of the attribute
concept
- Extended description of the help
facility
- Syntax for extended NFSS
- Third kernel prototype
- Release of I
4
m 2.09 international
with NFSS support

low easy conversion from SGML to IP73X3,for
suitable DTDs.
How did all this happen?
All the work has been carried out in the free
time of several individuals and involves, as you can
imagine, a lot of enthusiasm to keep the project
alive. So far, more than thirty people have contributed in one way or another to the effort.
One of the major, and growing, problems is how
to bring people from all over the world together to
discuss the open questions and find new solutions.
It is important that these meetings involve people
from outside the project since we very much need
the views and experience of typesetters, designers,
publishers, etc. to help eliminate the flaws in the
system and find new and better solutions.
In this regard both the London and the Dedham workshops were hugely successful, but further
workshops of this kind are essential if we are to prom
3 with a suitable designer interface.
vide B
1.2

Current state

So why are we now saying that this project is still
only at its start? Because we have learnt that our
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Milestones:
Meetings, Workshops and Correspondence
1988 - Non-flame answer from Leslie Lamport
1989 - Talk in Stanford
- Meetings with Leslie in Stanford
- Talks in Karlsruhe
1990 - Mega-bytes of e-mail correspondence
- Working week in Mainz with Leslie
- Talk in Cork
1991 - More mega-bytes of e-mail correspondence
- Workshop in London
- Meeting with Leslie in London
- Workshop in Dedham
- Working week in Providence with
Michael Downes
- Working week in Mainz

original goals did not touch many of the real problems as we see them today -there has thus been a
major change of focus.
Working on the project has led us to the conclusion that one gains very little by just providing
more and more specialized style files to solve this
or that special problem. Instead, we think that, in
order to provide a fully flexible and extensible system, the major effort in the future must go into the
design of the right style interface -one that allows
easy implementation of various layouts. (Easy, of
course, is relative: easy compared to the complexity
of the task.)
The project plan which emerged from this
change of focus can be summarized as follows.
The development of a new internal language
that is more suited to the expression of visual
components of the layout process.
The development of high-level generic functions
that allow the straightforward expression of
most commonly used layout components.
0 The development of a model for specifying and
modifying all of the parameters that influence
the layout.
Since the syntax for this internal language is
still changing on a daily basis, and the generic functions depend on it, in this article we shall concentrate on the model for parameter setting rather than
its detailed syntax.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2

document context
section context
heading context
title context
number context

The model for parameter setting

The new system will implement a model of document formatting based on the fact that the formatting required for any particular part of the document
depends on its context. Therefore the setting of layout parameters must be context-sensitive.
2.1

The concept of a context

What do we mean by a 'context'?
The nesting of the entities in a document is
clearly important for the specification of its layout.
For example, in LPw2.09 a second-level list (i.e. a
list nested within another list) will be treated, by the
standard styles, in a different way from a first-level
list.
The order (or sequencing) of entities is also important. For example, the space after a section head
will probably depend on what comes next: ordinary
text or another, lower-level, head.
However, the context of an entity in a document
is not given simply by the nesting and sequencing of
its surrounding entities. Take, for example, what
happens when some footnote or float that appears
in a list itself contains a list. Because of the incor4
m the
rect handling of contexts in the current I
inner list is typeset as a second-level list. In other
words, an entity must be able to (partially) forget
about its context or, more generally, must be able
to manipulate its context.
Moreover, the context of an entity also has a
'visual' component -this is its relationship to the
rest of the document after it is formatted. This
'visual context' usually depends on the formatting
of many other entities in the document.
For example, the optional argument to
\marginpar enables the author to specify that the
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text of a marginal should depend on its visual context, i.e. on whether it finally appears on a recto or
a verso. Thus its formatting depends, at least, on
the formatting of all the entities which appear on
nearby pages.
To summarize, at every point in the document
we are in a logical context given by the nesting and
sequencing of all the entities in the document; and
we are also in a visual context determined by decisions made about the formatting of all the entities
in the document.
2.2

Contexts in P T J ~ ~ X ~

Therefore the new system will, as far as possible,
allow the settings of all the parameters (needed to
specify the formatting of an entity) to vary according to the current context, both logical and visual.
Here the idea of 'parameter' is used in a very general
way -e.g., the particular generic function used to
format some entity is considered to be a parameter
so that, via this concept, different generic functions
can be used in different contexts.
For example, it will be possible to change the
layout of certain entities within floats by specifying
the values of their layout-parameters in the context
of "floats" differently from those applied in the main
text.
In this article, lists within floats are indented
at both the left and the right margin (we had
to do this the hard way for I P m 2 . 0 9 ) .
0 A table entity in a float can be set in a smaller
typesize than one in the main text.
Another case where the nesting of entities may
affect the formatting is a list within a tabular pa
entry: such a list may well be typeset 'in-line', 1.e.
'
new item does not start a new line.
It will also be possible to specify formatting
parameters dependent on the sequencing of entities. This is needed for design specifications such
as: "The vertical space after a theorem is 3pt if it
is immediately followed by a proof, otherwise it is
6pt." Another example is the specification of no indentation when a paragraph immediately follows a
certain entity, e.g. an article title.
Visual-context-dependent specifications which
will be implementable in I 4 m 3 include cases where
the formatting depends on page-breaks or columnbreaks; where it depends on the type of page; and
where it depends on the types of objects appearing
on a page. For example: "A section head should
be preceded by a text-width rule and have 5 lines
of text after it before a page-break. If it appears at
the top of a page then the rule is omitted."

2.3

Some problems

Implementing such a model within the Q$ framework poses some interesting challenges.
1. The user input is not (in SGML jargon) a 'normalized document' -i.e. it may contain entities
which are hidden inside user-defined shorthands
so that they cannot be easily prescanned.
2. The specification of contexts in terms of the sequencing of entities is important but its efficient
implementation is restricted somewhat by the
underlying TEX engine.
3. Taking the visual component of contexts into
account requires the use of a multi-pass system,
and even then it is, in practice, restricted by the
formatter's capabilities.
Let us look at the first of these problems in
more detail. The problem here is that the document (.tex) file is not a normalized form of the
document (one in which every entity is explicitly
tagged) thus we cannot, before we start typesetting
an entity. scan forward using m ' s native scanner
to see what 'begin' or 'end' tags are coming up. This
means that certain formatting decisions have to be
taken without knowing what follows. Possible solutions to this problem are
0 forbid the use of user-defined shorthands
0 do the scanning 'by hand' using m ' s macro
language
use a two-pass system that normalizes the document in the first pass
0 use a multi-pass system in which each pass uses
information on sequencing gathered during the
previous pass.
The first of these would be unacceptable as it would
remove one of the strengths of I P W , its flexibility.
The second would vastly increase processing time
since W ' s native scanner is highly optimized. The
latter two do not seem to be feasible for a system
that uses
as the input language, but this should
be explored further.
With respect to the second problem, TEX has
no built-in mechanism to detect whether simple
character material is about to be contributed to
some horizontal list immediately after a given tag.
Only after the material has been contributed to the
horizontal list can one deduce this fact by 'dirty
tricks' involving special kerns. Thus this can be
used only for interrupting a context sequence -the
already contributed material cannot be manipulated
further.
The last problem is of a more theoretical nature.
All of the currently available automated-typesetting

m
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systems format each document entity in a predetermined visual context, i.e. they assume that the
visual context can be determined completely by the
logical nesting and sequencing of entities. To a certain extent TEX is an exception as it applies dynamic
programming to the process of paragraph formatting, and this involves the recomputation of contexts
for ligatures etc.; the use of this kind of process needs
t o be extended much further in order to produce automated typesetting of high quality.
For example, in 'I)$ there is very little interaction between the paragraph-building mechanism
and the page-building mechanism. Thus the way in
which 'I)$ avoids a hyphen at the end of a page
( a good example of the visual context affecting the
formatting of a word) is by moving the whole line
instead of by rejustifying the paragraph to avoid a
hyphen at that point. These matters are discussed
further by the authors in [MR92a].
This type of consideration draws the boundary between the ideal model and the real world. It
also reveals that certain optimizations in the 7&X
language necessarily restrict the flexibility of highlevel front-ends built on it. (Since TEX is a Turing
machine, it is possible to move this boundary but
not without a n unacceptable increase in processing
time.)
So let us now turn to an overview of the major
components of the U7&X3 system.

3

The structure of the system

The I P W 3 system contains many interwoven structures each of which could be the subject of a separate article. The kernel of the system provides
the basic data structures such as lists, stacks, etc.,
used to program higher-level modules. It will also
contain arithmetic functions for integers and dimensions, e.g., it will be possible to express relationships
between individual parameters by specifying assignments that contain expressions.
On top of it are built the generic formatting
functions and manipulation functions for the parameter database allowing context-sensitive parameter
specification. Together these will form the basis for
the style designer language.
One other important component of the system
will be an interactive help system allowing extensive help texts as well as the possibility of defining
system reactions dependent on user actions. Help
messages and such additional error-correcting code
will be held in external files that are read in when an
error is detected by the system. In this way an elaborate, interactive help and error-handling mechanism

The Structure of the I4T~ijX3System
Modules

functions

designerlanguage

F
I1
Parameter-

will be possible whilst keeping the I 4 3 3 3 kernel
compact.
It is important to distinguish between document styles -these are written in the style designer
language (and contain no, or nearly no; T@ code
in the traditional sense) -and additional modules,
some of which will provide additional functionality
for use in a range of document styles (e.g., facilities for version control and change bars, enhanced
graphical features, etc.) whilst others will define extra entities for typesetting specialized classes of documents (e.g., functions for critical text editions, for
specialized math constructions, chemical formulas).
The new kernel will provide a programmer interface that makes the development of further such
modules a reasonable task.
4

The new generation of I
4
m users?

and
Over the last six years, the way in which
its front-ends are commonly used has changed dramatically. Here is a quotation from some unknown
novice of U ' .
"Dear Sir,
I have successfully installed
from
the distribution- the file sample was just
printed.
However, somewhere in the
README files a similar program called W
is mentioned. Could you please explain to me
how to install this program? . . . "
From a phone call.
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This might sound funny at first, but this extreme is not far from the reality for many users (and
even support personnel) nowadays.
0 Today the overwhelming majority of users use
I 4 m only.
0 Today there are very few users who have more
than a minor understanding of the underlying
systern, and they usually have no knowledge of
the =book-even
of its existence.
0 Today most users can be nicely classified as
"has heard of 'macros', but has never seen one".
This does not mean that today's users are less intelligent than past users, but simply that they are
using a plug-and-play TfjX system.
and I
P
m as its major frontNowadays
end, have to compete with the so-called Desktop
Publishing Systems. To keep them alive we have to
bridge the gap between the 'implementor/wizard7
type of user of the '80s and the new type who uses
the system just as one tool out of many, with no
understanding of its internals.
With the I 4 W 3 Project we hope to achieve
this goal.

m,

5

Establishing contact with the project

There is now a public list for discussion of the design of I 4 W 3 . This list is not for questions about,
or discussion of, how to solve problems within the
current I 4 m -so please refrain from asking questions such as "How do I avoid getting double-spaced
tabulars whilst using doublespace. sty?" But, of
course, it is OK to point out problems with the curP
m which should be addressed by the new
rent I
version. We must stress this request not to misuse
the list, otherwise there will be no new
before
2001!
We are now at the stage where we can identify sub-projects: these will vary in type and size,
and will not all require advanced m n i c a l expertise. Anyone seriously interested in finding out more
about such (voluntary) work should contact one of
the project managers.
The TUG office is administering a fund to help
with the expenses of the project: further details of
this can b e found in [MR91], or [MR92b].
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Les Cahiers G UTenberg
Contents of Recent Issues

Numkro 9

- July 1991

J . ANDRE,~ d i t o r i a :l un nouveau style pour les
Cahiers GUTenberg; pp. 1-2
The editor of the Cahiers introduces its new,
smaller format. Formerly set in two columns for
printing on A4 paper, beginning with this issue the
Cahiers will be set book-style in a single, shorter
column.
[Editor's note: The final size is 18cmx24.5cm.]
Alain COUSQUER
and h i c PICHERAL,
Polices,
TEX et Cie; pp. 3-31
The purpose of this paper is to introduce the
principles of handling fonts in TEX together with
their usage, and the font model, which is more
straightforward than in Postscript. The authors
also explain complex selection mechanisms which
do not appear in everyday usage, and finish with
a presentation of virtual fonts as well as various
files used with W . [This article was originally the
topic of a presentation at GUTenberg's "Font day"
in December 1990.1
Philippe LOUARN,
Lucida, une fonte complbte
pour WQX, et son installation; pp. 32-40
This paper presents an experiment in using
the font Lucida, and its math extension, in I4T@
documents. The author explains his choice, and
shows benefits, and also disadvantages, of this
choice. The last part of the paper is a brief
summary of the installation procedure.
Olivier NICOLE,The Economist polit ses polices;
pp. 41-48
In its issue dated May 25th 1991, The Economist
devotes a full spread to the reasons behind its
change of type-face. The British economic weekly
magazine's effort at giving full information on a
"face lift" that may go unnoticed by most readers
illustrates a trend which is about to revolutionize
the publishing trade.
Vincent QUINT,I r h e VATTON,Jacques ANDRE
and H61bne RICHY,Grif et l'edition de documents
structur6s : nouveaux dheloppements; pp. 49-65
Grif is an interactive system for producing and
referencing structured documents. It allows manipulation of documents containing math formulas,
tables, diagrams, etc., placing the emphasis on the
logical document organization. This article presents
the principal characteristics of the system as it now
exists and discusses future developments.

